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 With the increase of smart factories and smart cities following the recent 4th industrial 

revolution, internal user authentication and authorization have become an important issue. 

The user authentication model using the server-client structure has a problem of forgery of 

the access history caused by the log manipulation of the administrator and unclearness of 

the responsibility. In addition, users must independently manage the authentication method 

for each service authentication. In this paper, to solve the above problem, the researchers 

propose an integrated ID model based on a hybrid blockchain. The proposed model is 

implemented as two layers of Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric: the former layer is 

responsible for integrated authentication, and the latter layer is responsible for access 

control. The physical pass or application for user authentication and authorization are 

integrated to one ID through the proposed model. In addition, the decentralized blockchain 

ensures the integrity and transparency of the stored access history, and it also provides 

non-repudiation of authority and access history. 
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1. Introduction  

This paper is an extension of work originally  presented in 

ICACT 2020 (International Conference on Advanced 

Communication Technology) [1]. 

With the increase of smart factories and smart cities in 

accordance with the 4th industrial revolution, user authentication 

and access control are emerging as important issues. A smart 

factory automates factory facilities to reduce process failure rates 

and is operated by a small number of employees [2]. However, 

there is a problem of responsibility in case of an accident. In 

addition, users of smart city may need different authentication 

means for each city service, and there is a risk of manipulation of 

access history. 

The administrator of the centralized access control model of 

the existing server-client structure can modify and delete the 

access history. With the above problem, it is possible to avoid 

responsibility through internal corruption in case of an accident. In 

addition, the user proves the authority through different 

authentication methods including physical means and mobile 

applications for each service. This makes it inconvenient for users 

to issue and manage various authentication methods, and it is 

troublesome for users to prove their authority history and career.  

To solve the above problem, the authors in [3] proposed 

integrated authentication using smart cards for integrated access 

control of various services. However, there is a problem that the 

administrator can modify the authority and access details 

arbitrarily, such as the access control list or the capability list. 

In order to solve the above problem through the blockchain, the 

model in [4] stores the information in DHT(Distributed Hash 

Tables) and performs access control for information based on the 

Bitcoin system. However, it is not possible to store access details, 

and there is a problem of processing speed with low 

TPS(Transaction per Second) of Bitcoin. Also, it is necessary to 

verify practicality and suitability. These studies are inadequate for 

authentication and access control in smart environments.  

This paper proposes an integrated authentication and access 

control model in smart environments that solves the problems 

above with the help of blockchain technology. The proposed 

model processes user authentication and access request through a 

hybrid blockchain system using private and public blockchain 

together. The proposed model enables users to acquire and prove 

various access rights through one authentication means, thus it 

integrates the authentication of various smart factory services and 

smart city services. In addition, the proposed model prevents 

problems such as access history manipulation that occurs in the 

existing central model based on the integrity and transparency of 

the blockchain. Moreover, the user's history recorded in the 

blockchain can be easily used as the proof of the user’s career. 
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The rest of this paper presents the following. Section 2 

introduces blockchain platforms utilized in the proposed model. 

Section describes the architecture and process of the model. 

Section 4 displays the results of implementing the model. Section 

5 provides application scenario using the model and Section 6 

contains conclusions. 

2. Background 

The flexible connection of vertical or horizontal 

organizations became important in the wake of the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution [5]. This paper uses blockchain platform to 

build reconfigurable network of existing organizations. The 

integrity of information is secured in the relationship of 

organizations through the decentralized characteristics of 

blockchain. Users can also benefit from all the benefits without 

noticing that the blockchain has been used on the surface. 

2.1. Ethereum 

Ethereum [6] is a representative public blockchain using 

PoW(Proof of Work) [7] consensus algorithm like Bitcoin. PoW 

consensus algorithm is the process of selecting block creators 

among unreliable participants on blockchain networks. 

Participants compete to find a hash value that matches the target 

condition to elect a miner. The public blockchain introduces the 

economic concept of cryptocurrency, which leads to the correct 

consensus by compensating the cryptocurrency to the miner 

elected. The block generated through the consensus is distributed 

to the participants of the blockchain network and is connected to 

the previous block through the 'previous block hash' included in 

the block header to ensure the integrity of the previous block. All 

blocks and transactions are open to the public with ensuring 

transparency, and the decentralized network evolves continuously 

without administrators. 

Ethereum supports the creation and distribution of smart 

contract [8] for the development of DApp(decentralized 

Application). A smart contract is written in Solidity, a Turing 

completeness language, and recorded in the distributed ledger with 

ensuring the integrity of the results according to automated 

execution and input [9]. Figure 1 represents the operation of the 

smart contract in Ethereum. The smart contract made with Solidity 

is compiled and stored in the form of the EVM(Ethereum Virtual 

Machine)-bytecode in the ledger. Calling the code through 

Ethereum clients such as Geth(Go-Ethereum) is executed in the 

EVM environment.  

 

Figure 1: Operation of Smart Contract in Ethereum Client 

2.2. Hyperledger Fabric 

Hyperledger Fabric [10] (hereinafter referred to as "Fabric"), as 

part of the Linux Foundation's Hyperledger project, is a 

representative private blockchain platform commonly used for 

enterprise environments. Unlike public blockchains, it uses  

certificates and PKI(Public Key Infrastructure) to authenticate 

participants with a restricted network, and is managed through a 

MSP(Membership Service Provider), an authentication 

management system that defines the role and access rights of nodes 

in the network. 

A peer is a node of organizations that compose the Fabric 

network and manages ledgers and chaincodes, and the peers are  

divided into endorser, committee, anchor, and leader according to 

their roles. Transactions for the execution of chaincodes in the  

network are performed through three steps: execution, ordering 

and validation. The chaincode plays the same role as Ethereum's 

smart contract and updates or queries data to the ledger. Currently, 

development of chaincodes is possible through Golang, Node.js, 

etc. Fabric does not require much resources in the consensus, 

unlike PoW, by ordering transactions through Ordering service to 

create blocks. Therefore, it has much better performance than the 

public blockchain platforms. 

2.3. Metamask 

The blockchain wallet stores the user's personal key as well as 

managing the balance of the blockchain account, and creates a 

transaction on behalf of the user and submits it to the network. In 

this sense, wallet is the easiest approach to using blockchain for 

normal users. The proposed model uses Metamask [11] for 

convenient use in PC or mobile environment.  

Metamask is the most representative web-based Ethereum 

wallet extension program executed in browser, and is currently 

supported by Chrome, Firefox, Opera, etc., and beta test is being 

conducted in mobile environment. It supports Ethereum account 

management, digital signature generation, and transaction creation. 

users can easily access the smart contract of the blockchain through 

Metamask. 

In order for users to access the Ethereum network, they must 

participate in the network as a blockchain node through the 

Ethereum client. This method lowers user accessibility, so 

Metamask uses Infura API [12], a cloud service for network 

connection to wallet users. Through the Metamask, users can 

access the Ethereum network in the web environment without 

operating the node directly, and operate the smart contract and 

receive the results.  

3. A Blockchain-based Authentication and Access Control 

Model 

3.1. Model Architecture 

The proposed model uses a hierarchical hybrid blockchain 

where a public Ethereum network is connected to multiple private 

Fabric networks. Figure 2 shows the layered architecture of the 

proposed model. The public layer based on Ethereum is an 

integrated authentication management layer. The private layer is 

composed of various subsystems for smart factories and smart 
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cities (hereinafter referred to as “Organization”), and each 

organization operates Fabric network separately for authorization 

and access control. 

 

Figure 2: Layered Architecture of the Proposed Model 

The proposed model uses a hierarchical hybrid blockchain 

where a public Ethereum network is connected to multiple private 

Fabric networks. Figure 2 shows the layered architecture of the 

proposed model. The public layer based on Ethereum is an 

integrated authentication management layer. The private layer is 

composed of various subsystems for smart factories and smart 

cities (hereinafter referred to as “Organization”), and each 

organization operates Fabric network separately for authorization 

and access control. 

3.1.1. Public Layer - Integrated Authentication Management  

Through this public layer, users create their own IDs based on 

their Ethereum accounts. The ID of a user is composed of the 

user’s Ethereum account, a secret computed by hashing the user’s 

personal information, a set of tokens used for user authentication 

by organizations, and a contact method (e.g., E-Mail) as shown in 

Figure 3. The proposed model provides a smart contract named 

IAM (Integrated Authentication Manager) utilized by the users to 

create and control their IDs. The functions in the IAM is described 

in Table 1, and these functions except for query functions have an 

access control mechanism on the IDs based on the function 

modifier in Solidity. In other words, it is guaranteed that only the 

legitimate owner of the ID can modify the secret and register 

tokens via these functions.  

 

Figure 3: The structure of a user’s ID 

Table 1: Description of Functions in the IAM Smart Contract 

Function Purpose 

createId(secret) 
To create an ID and register the secret 

based on the user's Ethereum account 

modifySecret(secret) To modify the secret registered 

regToken 

(token, tkName) 

To register tokens and their aliases for the 

authentication by organizations 

queryUser(secret) 
To find the registered user by given secret 

and to retrieve user information 

queryByToken(token) 
To verify whether the token was 

successfully registered by the user 

 

3.2.2. Private Layer – Access Control Management  

In the private layer, there may be several Organizations 

managing smart environments respectively. Figure 4 represents 

the architecture of an Organization. Several nodes compose a 

Hyperledger Fabric network for the Organization. Among them, 

the admin node provides the ordering service for consensus and is 

handled by the administrator. The Ethereum sync node is 

connected to the Ethereum in the public layer and responsible for 

delivering the user’s ID information for authentication. 

 

Figure 4: Architecture of an Organization in the Private Layer 

Our model provides role-based access control (RBAC), and the 

role and access rights of each user are recorded in the Fabric 

blockchain via the chaincode named PM (Permission Manager). 

Table 2 shows the functions provided by the PM, and only the 

administrator can execute these functions for creation and 

modification of the authority. The access history is written by 

another chaincode called by the client application. The 

information stored in the Fabric blockchain is transparent and 

open to the legitimate participants in the Organization. 

Table 2: Description of Functions in the PM Chaincode 

Function Purpose 

userReg(secret) 
To register a new user identified by the 

secret 

permSet(account, role)  
To set the role and authorization of the 

user having the given account 

queryPerm(account) 
To check and verify the user’s role and 

access rights 
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3.2. Process Description 

3.2.1. Creating an Integrated ID 

A new user joining in the proposed model first performs the 

process of creating an integrated ID. The user first generates a 

secret by hashing his personal information as follows: 

secret = Keccak-256(Birth, Name, Phone)         (1) 

Formula 1 shows the creation of the user's secret, and Keccak-

256 is a hash function adopted in the SHA-3 competition of the 

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) [13]. 

Then, with assuming that the user already has an Ethereum 

account, he makes a transaction via Metamask to request the smart 

contract IAM for the creation of his integrated ID. Since the 

transaction is signed by his Ethereum private key, the IAM can 

identify and authenticate the requester. The secret can be seen by 

anyone after recorded in the blockchain. However, his personal 

information is not exposed due to the one-wayness of the hash 

function.  

3.2.2. Registering User’s Access Rights in Organization 

When a user who has completed creating his ID newly joins in 

a specific Organization, his access right is registered by the 

process shown in Figure 5. The detailed process is as follows.  

1) A new user Alice provides his personal data used for 

computing secret to the Organization.  

2) The internal system of the Organization computes secret of 

the user by Equation (1), and then send it to the Ethereum 

sync node in the Fabric network. 

3) The Ethereum sync node approaches the smart contract IAM 

to obtain the user’s ID with the received secret.  

4) The admin node issues a user-specific validation token TAlice. 

The purpose of this token is to verify the ownership of the ID 

obtained in step 3). This token is the hash value of a seed 

generated per each user, and it is signed by the private key of 

the admin node (Equation (2)). Then, the token is sent to the 

user. 

TAlice = Sign(Keccak-256(seedAlice), Org admin) (2) 

5) Alice registers the received token in his integrated ID through 

the smart contract IAM. This step only can be done by the 

creator of the ID because the IAM compares the requester of 

this register transaction with the owner of the target ID. 

6) If the registration of TAlice is successfully accepted by the IAM 

contract, the Ethereum sync node can recognize it and is 

convinced of Alice’s ID ownership. 

7) The administrator registers both the authority information of 

Alice and his Ethereum account in the permission storage of 

the organization. 

3.2.3. Access Control 

Our model provides a role-based access control with registered 

users’ authorization information. Figure 6 shows the process 

when Alice requests access to the manufacturing control system 

in a smart factory. A QR reader attached to the control system is 

used to interact with the user. Our model determines whether the 

user’s role has appropriate access right or not as follows. 

1) Alice generates a QR code which includes both a timestamp 

for preventing replay attack and a digital signature generated 

by his Ethereum private key. Our model uses ECDSA [14] 

based on elliptic curve ‘secp256k1’ as well as Ethereum. Let 

G be the base point of the curve E where n is the order of G. 

Alice’s private key is d, and his public key is Q=dG. The 

signature (r, s, v) is computed as follows. 

 

Figure 5: The Process of Registering User’s Access Rights in an Organization
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① Calculate the hash value h = hash(m) of the message m to be 

signed, and let z be the l leftmost bits of h where l is the bit 

length of n. 

② Generates a random number k within [0 ~ n-1]. 

③ Compute R = kG and obtain the x-coordinate r of point R. 

④ Compute s = k-1(z + rd) mod n. 

⑤ Compute v = 27 + (y % 2) (y: y-coordinate of Q). 

⑥ (r, s, v) is the digital signature value. 

 

2) The QR reader scans the QR code generated by Alice, and as 

a Fabric client it delivers the timestamp, signature, and the 

object_serial (ID of the QR reader) to the Fabric node.  

3) The Fabric node verifies received signature (r, s, v) with the 

help of Ethereum’s ecRecover() method. If it is valid, as a 

result of this method call, the node discovers Alice’s 

Ethereum account. 

4) The authority information of the discovered Ethereum 

account is retrieved from the permission storage. 

5) If Alice’s role has been approved for access to the subject to 

which the object_serial is assigned, this request is granted. 

6) Alice’s access attempt is recorded in the history storage. 

 
Figure 6: The Process of Access Control in an Organization 

4. Implementation and Experiment 

The proposed model was implemented, and its soundness was 

confirmed through an experiment. Table 3 describes the 

implementation environment of each component. The web dApp 

runs on the Chrome browser with Metamask installed, and it 

registers the user’s secret for creating ID and the Organization’s 

token for registering the user’s access rights.  The smart contract 

IAM and the chaincode PM provides the functions described in 

Section 3.1. QR generator is an application where the user’s 

Ethereum private key is stored, and it generates a QR code 

containing the user’s signature to obtain access right. QR reader 

is a Fabric client attached to the protected resources. 

Table 3: Development Environment 

Web dApp 
Environment Chrome, Metamask 

Language JavaScript 

Smart Contract IAM 
Environment Ethereum Ropsten Testnet 

Language Solidity ^0.5.0 

Chaincode PM 
Environment Hyperledger Fabric 2.1 

Language Node.js 

QR Generator 
Environment Android Emulator 

Language Java 

QR Reader 
Environment Raspberry Pi 

Language Node.js 

 

Figure 7 shows the screenshots when a user creates his 

integrated ID via the web dApp. As can be seen in Figure 8(a), a 

user inputs his personal data to compute secret. Then, the installed 

Metamask generates and transmits an Ethereum transaction 

requesting creation of the user’s integrated ID. 

 

 Figure 7: Screenshots when Creating Integrated ID. (a) Input of User Data for 
Computing Secret, (b) Generation of Ethereum transaction with Metamask 

Figure 8 shows the logs when an organization registers a user 

Alice’s role after verifying authentication.  With given Alice’s 

personal data, the organization computes Alice’s secret (Figure 

8(a)). Then, the organization checks whether Alice’s integrated 

ID exists or not in the smart contract IAM by calling the 

queryUser(secret) function. If the ID exists, a validation token is 

issued for Alice (Figure 8(b)). After Alice successfully registers 

his token in his ID, the organization’s Ethereum sync node can 

detect this event by implementing an event listener for IAM. As 

can be seen in Figure 8(c), the organization discovers Alice’s 

Ethereum account from this event, and then assigns Alice’s role 

and access right. In this experiment, the role ‘level_2’ is assigned 

to Alice and he is granted to access ‘object 001’. 

 
Figure 8: Logs when Registering Alice’s Access Right in an Organization. (a) 
Computation of Alice’s Secret by the Organization, (b) Issuance of a Validation 

Token for Alice, (c) Detection of Token Registration and Assignment of Alice’s 
Role 

Figure 9 shows an example QR code generated when Alice 

wants to access a protected resource in the organization. The QR 

generator installed in Alice’s smartphone generates this QR code 
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by using of the stored private key (Figure 9(a)). As can be seen in 

Figure 9(b), the QR code contains two values (q0 and q1), where 

q0 is Alice’s ECDSA signature and q1 is the Unix timestamp. 

Then, Alice provides this QR code to the QR reader attached to 

the resource. 

 

Figure 9: An Example QR Code Generated for Access. (a) Screenshot of QR 

Generator, (b) The Information stored in the QR Code 

The QR reader transmits both its object_serial (‘0001’ in 

Figure 10) and the signature obtained by scanning the QR code to 

the Fabric node. The node recovers Alice’s Ethereum account by 

using of the ecRecover function. Also, it verifies the validity of 

both ECDSA signature and timestamp. Then, it can get Alice’s 

registered role from the permission storage with the account, as 

shown in Figure 10. Finally, the node decides whether to grant or 

deny Alice’s access request based on his role, and then it informs 

the QR reader of the decision result. 

 
Figure 10: Logs when Alice’s Access Request is Granted 

5. Application Scenario using the Proposed Model 

To help understanding the proposed model and claim its 

usefulness, we provide an application scenario using the model 

from a user point of view in this section. Let us assume that a new 

user Alice having an Ethereum account EthA decided to use the 

proposed model. He visits the web dApp and creates his own 

integrated ID (IDA) by registering both his email address and 

secret based on his personal data. 

Since then, Alice has moved into the smart city K-city 

(Organization #1) to seek employment. The K-city already has 

adopted the model extensively, and it participates as an 

organization. He visits the government office of the city to register 

himself. The office checks the existence of IDA and then issues a 

token 𝑇𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑂𝑟𝑔1

. Alice registers this token in his IDA by using of his 

Ethereum private key. Then, the office assigns the role ‘citizen’ 

to Alice and registers his access right to use various public 

facilities in the city. 

Now Alice can prove his identity and use various facilities with 

his smartphone where the QR generator application is installed. 

Suppose Alice visits a public library to get hiring information. He 

just generates a QR code and shows it to the QR reader attached 

to the gate of the library. Then, his access is allowed, and he can 

enter the library. 

Before long, Alice is hired by a smart factory F-factory 

(Organization #2). Similarly, in the enrollment process, he can 

easily register himself with a newly issued token 𝑇𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑂𝑟𝑔2

, without 

creating a new identity to be used in the factory. Then, the role 

‘engineer’ is assigned to Alice and his access right for the control 

panel in the factory is registered. As a result, he can control the 

panel by generation a valid QR code whenever he needs to access 

it while at work. 

Suppose someday Alice commits a mistake in operating some 

equipment in F-factory, which causes enormous damage to the 

factory. He gets into a panic, and he may try to avoid suspicion by 

deleting or manipulation evidences such as CCTV videos. 

However, since the access history of the users is stored in the 

immutable blockchain ledger of the F-factory nodes, he cannot 

hide the fact that he accessed the equipment at that time. Thus, the 

F-factory can identify Alice’s behavior and call him to account. 

In another case, suppose an attacker Trudy pretending as Alice 

tries to access the control panel. He cannot generate a valid QR 

code because he cannot discover Alice’s private key. The attacker 

may eavesdrop Alice’s QR code and try to use it later. However, 

the timestamp in the QR code prevents this kind of replay attack. 

Moreover, even if a security incident occurs, the factory can 

perform a security audit with the immutable access history. 

6. Conclusion 

Currently many companies and organizations use a centralized 

model for authentication and access control, so there is internal 

corruption caused by manipulating access history and it is 

possible to avoid responsibility in case of an accident. This paper 

proposes an access control model for smart factories and smart 

cities using blockchain, a decentralization platform, to solve the 

problems of existing centralized model and to ensure the integrity 

and immutability of access history.  

The proposed model allows a user to prove their access rights 

through one integrated ID based on his Ethereum account without 

creating a new ID separately for each organization. In the aspect 

of an organization, it is needless to establish separate 

authentication mechanism, and the organization can easily 

authorize the users belong to it to access its protected resources. 

In addition, the proposed model records the access history in the 

internal blockchain of the organization not only to prevent 

arbitrary modification and deletion but also to provide non-

repudiation. 
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The proposed model provides a clue to how various smart 

environments cooperate closely. Both the concept of integrated ID 

and the hybrid blockchain combining public blockchain and 

private blockchain can help secure, pragmatic, and user-friendly 

smart systems. In addition, flexible scalability in a smart 

environment is secured through a blockchain, and reliability of 

services and information provided to users is guaranteed. 
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